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 1-2 km before the toll plaza, a notification 
should be received on mobile phone of the 
approaching user with the toll name and 
amount of applicable toll fee. Payment can be 
facilitated through mobile wallets and credit facilitated through mobile wallets and credit 
card payment integration. An electronic receipt 
be generated, with QR code which can be 
shown at the toll booth. List of all toll plaza 
should be available in app.



Solution:
 The current manual approach is time

consuming.
 With increase in use of technology, this

problem can be tackled with use of smartproblem can be tackled with use of smart
phones.

 This application helps user to pay toll amount
which generates QR-code, that will be
scanned at toll plaza. Thus this process saves
times wasted by manual cash payment and
avoids bottlenecking at toll plaza.



Implementation:
 QR -code can be generated in 2 ways:

1. Selecting source, destination and route - User can1. Selecting source, destination and route - User can
pay for all tolls in single transaction or user can
choose which toll to pay.

2. 2-km notification - User get a notification when
user is within 2 km of toll and can pay for it directly
from notification and get QR code directly by
notification(no need to open app).



Technology stack
1)Google direction API: To retrieve path direction from
source to destination.
2)Geocoding API: To retrieve geo-location address to
convert geographic co-ordinates, reverse geocoding isconvert geographic co-ordinates, reverse geocoding is
used.
3)Distance matrix API: To retrieve duration and distance
values based on recommended route between start and
end points.
4)Geofence: Geofencing combines awareness of the user's
current location with awareness of the user's proximity to
locations that may be of interest. To mark a location of
interest, you specify its latitude and longitude.



1. You can pay for all toll by selecting one route from 
all possible route, prior to the journey



2. Government and user can keep the record of
all the transactions made at toll plaza’s through
the system. So there will be complete
transparency regarding remaining revenue of
toll plaza.toll plaza.

3. Voice recognition for selecting source and
destination.

4. Regional Language can be made available.



1)Providing reward points on each QR scan:-
Instead of putting various ads we can tie up
with various hotels or shops(eg. Macdonald,
Dominos) located near toll plaza or highways
and provide in-app coupons for them. User can
use its reward points to get coupons.

2)Total amount of money generated by user
wallet will earn more interest for the application.

































Toll handler login/Toll Admin 
login page



Toll admin page where admin can 
• update and add tolls 
• See daily transactions and overall transactions.







See overall transactions










